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FEATURED
PROPERTY

Hiverley Park is a stunning new development of just 10 high specification properties, including 7 detached executive family
homes in the heart of Twemlow village currently under construction by Nicholas Ryan Projects and due for completion towards
the end of 2022, offering contemporary design with traditional features in a beautiful semi-rural position overlooking adjoining
countryside. The Aspen is the largest house type on the development, occupying Plots 5 + 10, extending to just over 3,000 sq. ft.
including detached double garage and enclosed gardens. Particular mention must be made of the large L-shaped living dining
kitchen with stone worktops, fitted Samsung appliances, large island unit and bi-fold doors to the gardens, the generous bedrooms, two with en-suite shower room as well as the beautifully appointed family bathroom with hi-spec sanitary-ware. The purchasers will be able to work with the stipulated suppliers of the kitchen, bathrooms and tiling to choose their own colours. The
properties benefit from a fully integrated smart network providing high speed data points, ultra 4K signal for TVs, uninterrupted
WiFi throughout the property, external car charging points and a 10-year ICW warranty. Built of Imperial brick under a slateeffect roof with natural stone sills and approached over a golden gravel driveway with stone sets, providing more than ample parking, augmented by soft landscaping and lawned gardens. Twemlow Green is a rural hamlet ideally located between Holmes Chapel and Chelford and on the edge of Goostrey village. The surrounding countryside is amongst Cheshire's finest and offers exceptional walking and hacking with numerous Gastro pubs whilst being well-positioned for all major network links to the Northwest
and beyond.

For further details or to view this property, call our Knutsford Branch on
01565 654 000 or email info@irlamsestateagents.co.uk

MARKET UPDATE
How has the market performed at
the start of 2022?

with Tim Irlam

It’s been a great start to the year with new listings exceeding expectations
after a slower end to 2021. Last year was our best ever in terms of listings and
revenue, demand levels increased in a lot of ways down to the stamp duty
holiday and buyers realising what is most important to them with the social
shift that Covid-19 has brought about. Whilst the market was extremely
buoyant and activity levels breaking ceilings the team has managed to win the
Gold Awards for both Sales and Lettings at The British Property Awards
and are now in with a chance of being the best operator in the Northwest and
then maybe even wider afield. I’m very proud of the team and their efforts to
strive forward and provide such fantastic service levels whilst unprecedented
sales take place. The team has also grown with the recent addition of Katie
Boult as Lettings Consultant. Katie is a natural at customer service and has
knitted in to the team effortlessly. We are seeing increased stock levels and a decrease in time to let a property, a
recognition of the brilliant service provided. Looking forward to the rest of the year I have great optimism, we have
recently listed a new development in Twemlow Green with over half of the properties selling in the first week and have so
far achieved over asking price on 50% of sales agreed this year. Listings seem to be flowing freely and it is shaping up to be
a active Spring market.

SOLD
by IRLAMS

A small selection of properties
recently SOLD by Irlams...

Blackden Lane,
Blackden Heath
£1,375,000

Hiverley Park,
Twemlow Green
£1,125,000

Tatton Street,
Knutsford
£650,000

Briar Close,
Knutsford
£599,950

Bexton Road,
Knutsford
£500,000

George Street,
Knutsford
£475,000

SPEND SOME TIME WITH...
Katie Boult, Lettings Consultant
I came to Irlams last August completely new to the industry
and I’ve loved every minute so far! Knutsford is such a
wonderful place to work; I get to meet some great clients and
see some beautiful houses. The rental market has gone to
new highs in recent months, so it’s been great to come in to
the business at such a busy period, it’s been a fantastic
learning curve for me so far. I’m also currently going through
my own first property purchase, so it’s all systems go at the
minute! I’ve definitely been in the best place working at Irlams, my colleagues in the Sales
team have been so helpful with all of my questions about the house buying process. I’m
looking forward to getting the keys to my new house just in time for Spring, and spending
my first Summer working in a buzzing Knutsford Town Centre.
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